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Now You Know 
The Midrash in Toras Kohanim states 
that this was an example of ‘ziruz,’ 
urging the Kohanim to action. 

Whether such urging and exhortation 
was necessary to get them to act now 
and in the future, or whether it was to 
get the Kohanim to overcome a 

hesitation due to financial concerns, 
Moshe was directed to speak to 
Aharon and his sons about it. 

The idea of ziruz is to build up an 

enthusiasm and desire on the part of 
the Kohanim to do the korbanos 
properly. They should what they have 

been commanded with zeal and 
excitement. 

It is perhaps for this reason that 
HaShem specifically included Aharon 
in this commandment.   

If the children were to be able to do 
the Olah or any other offerings with 
excitement, the best way would be to 
watch their father do it that way. 

By setting the right example, Aharon 
would be teaching his children how to 
act in a more effective way than if 
they were directed to do so even by 

Moshe Rabbeinu himself. 

This is a lesson for the generations. It 
has not changed in millennia. Setting 
an example is a better teacher than 

all the lectures in the world. 

Thought of the week: 
Happiness in life comes from 
knowing what you’re doing, 
loving what you’re doing, and 
believing in what you’re doing. 

(B:W ARQYW)‰...HLEH TRWT TAZ RMAL WYNB TAW IRHA TA WC‰  

“Command Aharon and his sons saying: This is the law of the Olah...”(Vayikra 6:2) 
Rashi quotes the Midrash in Toras Kohanim that ‘tzav’ is used to urge the Kohanim for 
something for now and all generations. R’ Shimon adds that it also applies when there is 
“chesron kis,” meaning a financial loss.  

There are numerous ways of explaining the financial loss regarding the Korban Olah. It’s 
more work and less benefit since most of the animal is entirely burned. Perhaps the Kohain 
feels that he could have been doing other korbanos which would provide meat for him to 
eat and not just the skin. Some say that it’s a loss in terms of the wood which had to be 
kept burning. 

Regardless, it seems that the term, “financial loss” is somewhat of a misnomer and refers 
either to not realizing a potential gain or even just to the Kohain’s attitude to the Korban 
Olah. Some might see it as a “waste” since HaShem doesn’t get physical benefit from a 
sacrifice, so why burn the whole thing? 

Such an attitude requires attention because not only is it wrong, but it can lead to a laxity in 
performing the Avodah. When it came to a korban which could be considered a “loss,” the 
Kohanim had to be spoken to in order for them to get a true picture of the situation.  

When they are bringing a korban that gives them personal benefit, they are likely to be 
enthusiastic and carry it out with great gusto. However, when there’s “nothing in it for me” 
they may not. Therefore, they had to be taught that the greatest benefit one can hope to 
achieve is serving HaShem properly. Not only is it its own reward, but it leads to financial 
blessing, as we say in Shema: “If you listen to the commandments which I command you 
today, then I will send the rain in its time, etc.” 

The urging that took place here was to make the Kohanim understand that there is nothing 
better they can do with their time than serve HaShem with all their hearts, all their minds, 
and all their strength. The fact that the Olah is burned almost entirely should make them 
reflect on the fact that everything belongs to HaShem. The benefits they realize in life come 
directly from Him as a gift, and are not the result of their business savvy or relationship-
building skills. 

Therefore, since they didn’t naturally have a thrill to bring this Korban (no Yetzer hara for 
money for example) Moshe was told to help them grow a longing for it. This carries over to 
Pesach, when we became the servants of HaShem. We just went from one master to 
another, so why are we celebrating? 

The answer is that being an eved HaShem, a servant of G-d, is unlike any other endeavor. 
Everything you do is an opportunity for growth, pleasure, and true benefit. The daily grind 
can make us forget that, so this is a welcome reminder.  

Baron Rothschild had purchased five apples from a grocer and as he walked down the 
street with his young grandson, a beggar asked for some food.  Mr. Rothschild handed the 
man two apples then asked his grandson, “How many apples do we have?” 

The boy, proud to show off the math he was learning, said, “We had five apples and gave 
away two, so we have three.”  His grandfather corrected him.   

“We have two apples,” he said.  “The apples we will eat will be gone in a few moments, but 
the apples we gave to that poor man will live on as a merit forever.” He paused for 
emphasis as he looked into the boy’s eyes: “We only have what we’ve given away.” 
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This week’s issue is sponsored  

as a merit for  

Refuah Shelaima – a full recovery 

for HQBRHQBRHQBRHQBR    TB TB TB TB HMENHMENHMENHMEN    
Amongst all the ill of Klal Yisrael. 

May the Torah learned from this 

page be a merit for her and her 

loved ones in this difficult time. 
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